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How to cut a square grid ?

Season 3

Episode 19

Time frame 2 periods

Prerequisites : Conept of proof by indution.
Objectives :

• Conjeture a property and use indution to prove it.
Materials :

• Retangular grids.
• Sissors.
1 – Problem 1 : The minimal cut length 10 minsStudents have to �nd out if there is way to minimize the length ut.
2 – Problem 2 : The minimal number of cuts 45 minsStudents have to searh for a way to minimize the number of uts, a ut being understood as aomplete lengthwise and widthwise utting movement.They should :
1. notie that the number of uts is always the same ;
2. �nd the formula for the number of uts ;
3. prove that the formula is orret, whatever the utting method used.

3 – Problem 3 : The minimal cutting time 55 minsIn this part, we take into aount that the grid may have to be turned 90◦ sometimes. If weonsider that one ut takes the same time as one turn, we an ompute the time needed for eahutting plan. Students have to �nd a way to minimize that utting time, and prove the validityof their answer.
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Document LessonWhen preparing my lessons, I often have to utout a square grid to make individual ards.As it is not a partiularly interesting ativity,I often wonder what is the best way to do so.The best way ould be de�ned as the methodusing :
• the minimal ut length ;
• the minimal number of uts ;
• the minimal utting time.Consider a square grid with length m+ 1 andwidth n + 1, where m and n are two wholenumbers. n+ 1

m+ 1

The minimal cut lengthThis �rst problem is easy to solve. No matter how you do it, you'll have to ut m times alongthe width n+ 1 and n times along the length m+ 1. So the total ut length is always equal to
m(n+ 1) + n(m+ 1) = mn+m+mn+ n = 2mn+m+ n.Therefore, there is no way to minimize the total ut length.

The minimal number of cutsNow, there is a problem that may be worth it. Ifm and n are big enough, there are many di�erentways to ut out the grid ompletely. Surely one of them should involve a minimal number of uts.Of ourse, one ould have the idea of putting two previously ut parts one on top of the other,adjusting the lines, and ut two piees simultaneously. Experiene shows that this is not so easy,and the uts resulting are almost never perfet. So we will forbid this.It's lear that for a 1× k grid, k uts are needed. Now, let's study some possible �uting plans�for a (m+ 1)(n + 1) grid.
• If we �rst ut along the n vertial lines, and then ut the n + 1 vertial strips along the mhorizontal lines, then the total number of uts is

n+ (n + 1)×m = mn+m+ n.

• If we �rst ut along the m horizontal lines and then ut the m+ 1 horizontal strips along the
n horizontal lines, then the total number of uts is

m+ (m+ 1)× n = mn+m+ n.So for these two extreme situations, the num-ber of uts is the same. Now, let's try some-thing a bit more ompliated. First, ut alongthe �rst vertial line from the left : 1 ut.



Season 3 • Episode 19 • How to cut a square grid ? 2Then ut along the m horizontal lines of thetwo vertial strips : 2 times m uts.The left-hand side strip is now ompletely utout, and the right-hand side grid has been utinto m + 1 strips. Eah of strips must be utalong its n− 1 vertial lines.Finally, the total number of uts is
1 +m+m+ (m+ 1)(n − 1)

= 1 +m+m+mn−m+ n− 1

= mn+m+ n.So the number of uts seems to be onstant, just like the ut length. It is indeed, and we willprove this result by indution.Proposition. Any method to ut-out ompletely a (m + 1) × (n + 1) square grid involves
mn+m+ n uts.Proof. First, onsider a 1× (k + 1) square grid, so m = 0 and n = k. Any method to ut it willinvolve k uts, and mn+m+ n = 0× k + 0 + k = k so the property is true.Now onsider any (m + 1) × (n + 1) square grid and assume that the property is true for anysquare grid smaller than that. The �rst ut must be a vertial or horizontal one. Let's assumethat it's vertial, the proof being exatly the same if it is horizontal. This �rst ut divides thegrid in two smaller grids, whose width are k+ 1, where k is a number between 0 and n− 1, and
n+ 1− (k + 1) = n− k.Aording to our indutive hypothesis, any method to ut out the (m + 1) × (k + 1) grid willinvolve mk+m+ k uts. In the same way, any method to ut out the (m+1)× (n− k) grid willinvolve m(n− k − 1) +m+ (n − k − 1) uts. Therefore, the total number of uts is equal to

1 +mk +m+ k +m(n− k − 1) +m+ (n− k − 1)

= 1 +mk +m+ k +mn−mk −m+m+ n− k − 1

= 1− 1 +mk −mk +m−m+ k − k +mn+m+ n

= mn+m+ n.This proess will ultimately end up with 1× (k+1) square grids. So, by omplete indution, theproperty is proven. �

The minimal cutting timeNow, let's add a twist to the problem. To make a perfet ut, it's better to ut along a vertial linethan along a horizontal (where vertial is understood as the diretion of the gaze of the utter).So we an imagine that before eah ut, it's better to turn the piee in the right diretion. Totaje this into aount, let's add 1 for eah turning of a piee of the grid, onsidering that thistakes the same time as a ut.In this setion, all the results will therefore be given in utting time units, a unit being the timeneeded to do one omplete ut or turn the piee of grid around. We onsider that the uttingtime is not related to the length of the ut�whih is indeed the ase when using a paper utterand not a pair of sissors.Consider one again a (m+ 1)× (n+ 1) square grid.



Season 3 • Episode 19 • How to cut a square grid ? 3If we start by utting all the vertial lines in the urrent position, then we will have to rotateeah of the n+ 1 strips of squares and ut them one by one. So the utting time will be
Ch = n+ (n+ 1)× (1 +m) = nm+ 2n+m+ 1.If we �rst rotate the grid (this turn is not ounted, as the initial position of the grid is not de�neda priori), than we get the symetrial formula :

Cv = nm+ 2m+ n+ 1.The di�erene between these two numbers is Ch−Cv = n−m. It's greater than 0 if n is stritlygreater than m (the situation shown on the piture). In that ase, it would be quiker to startin the position where the longest side is vertial.Now, suppose that m < n and let's study the other utting plan introdued in the previoussetion, with the new rule. It goes like this :
• Cut along the �rst vertial line from the left : 1 time unit.
• Rotate the left hand strip and ut it into m+ 1 unit squares : 1 +m time units.
• Rotate the right hand grid and ut it into m+ 1 strips : 1 +m time units.
• For eah of the m+1 strips, rotate it and ut it into n unit squares : (m+1)(1 + n− 1) timeunits.The utting time is therefore

1 + 2× (1 +m) + n(m+ 1) = nm+ 2m+ n+ 3.This is obviously greater than Cv.In fat, it may be notied that the number of uts is the same as in the previous setion, thedi�erene being in the number of turns. Indeed, if we look at the situation where the longestlength is vertial and we start by doing all the vertial uts, there are mn + m + n uts and
m+ 1 turns (one for eah strip) and Cv = mn+m+ n +m+ 1. So our problem is just to �ndthe minimal number of turns.Proposition. Any method to ut-out ompletely a (m + 1) × (n + 1) square grid involves atleast Min(m,n) + 1 turns.Proof. First, onsider a 1× k strip of k squares, in a vertial position, for any natural number kgreater than 1. Obviously, to ut it out, we need to turn it one �rst. So the property is true inthat ase.Now, assume that the property is true for any (i + 1) × (j + 1) square grid smaller than (m +
1) × (n + 1), and also that m < n. Then we have to prove that the number of turns is at least
m+ 1.We an deide to put the grid in a vertial position and start utting that way. The �rst ut willbe along one of the vertial lines, so that there will be a (k + 1) × (n + 1) grid on the left anda (m − k) × (n + 1) on the right, with 0 < k < m. Eah strip is still in a vertial position, as
k < m < n and m− k < m < n, so, aording to our indution hypothesis, we will need at leastMin(k, n) + 1 = k + 1 turns for the left-hand part and Min(m − k − 1, n) + 1 = m − k for theother. So the total number of turns for the whole grid is at least

k + 1 +m− k = m+ 1.But we an also deide to start with the grid plaed horizontally. Then, the �rst ut will bealong one of the shortest lines, so that there will be a (m + 1) × (k + 1) grid on the left anda (m + 1) × (n − k) on the right, with 0 < k < n. Let's look at the (m + 1) × (k + 1) grid. If
k 6 m, than aording to our indution hypothesis, the minimal number of turns to ut it isMin(k,m)+1 = k+1 = k. If m < k, than the minimal number of uts is Min(k,m)+1 = m+1.Now, let's look at the (m+ 1)× (n− k) grid. If n− k− 1 6 m, than aording to our indution



Season 3 • Episode 19 • How to cut a square grid ? 4hypothesis, the minimal number of turns to ut it is Min(n−k−1,m)+1 = n−k. Ifm < n−k−1,than the minimal number of uts is Min(n − k − 1,m) + 1 = m+ 1. The total number of turnsis given in the table below : If k 6 m m < kIf n− k − 1 6 m k + 1 + n− k = n+ 1 m+ 1 + n− kIf m < n− k − 1 k + 1 +m+ 1 m+ 1 +m+ 1 = 2m+ 2We assumed that m < n, and from its de�niton 0 < k < n. Therefore, we an say that n+ 1 >

m+1, k+1+m+1 > m+1 and m+1+ n− k > m+1. Also, it's obvious that 2m+2 > geq.So, in eah ase, the number of turns is more than m + 1, whih ompletes the proof of theproposition, by indution over the size of the grid. �The proposition gives a lower bound for the number of turns, and therefore the utting time forany (m+1)× (n+1) grid. But we already found a utting plan that gives that exat value. Wean then dedue the following theorem.Theorem. The minimal utting time for a (m+ 1)× (n+ 1) grid, where m < n, is
mn+ 2m+ n+ 1.To ut the grid in the minimal time, start by putting the grid vertially, ut along along thevertial lines, then turn eah strip of squares and ut them o� one by one.Proof. From the previous theorem, we know that the number of turns is at least m + 1. Also,from the previous setion, the number of uts is mn+m+ 1, so the utting time annot be lessthan the sum

mn+m+ 1 +m+ 1 = mn+ 2m+ n+ 1.As we've seen at the beginning of this setion, the utting plan desribed in the theorem givesthat exat utting time. So the minimal uttin time is mn+m+1+m+1 = mn+2m+n+1.�


